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Executive Summary

VANCOUVER’S ASIAN-OWNED GROCERY STORES: DISTRIBUTION SUPPLY CHAINS FOR SOURCING ASIAN PRODUCE 

Distribution networks that support Asian-owned grocers are essential for 
Vancouver’s ever-growing culturally diverse city.  We know that Asian 
produce is carried by Asian-owned grocers throughout Vancouver, yet not 
completely certain who, what, and how this produce is moved along supply 
chain networks. This project only begins to understand these links, barriers, 

This research:
(a)  

(b) Highlights challenges and opportunities for sourcing locally -grown and
imported Asian produce
(c)  Asks how the City can support the distribution of Asian produce

In recent years, there has been an increased appetite for local   produce, and 

segment opportunity. Consumer demand for Asian foods has grown 
substantially. This is not surprising since 51% of the City of Vancouver’s 

largest ethnic minority (29.4%) in Vancouver followed by the South Asian 
(5.7%) and Filipino community (5.0%).

Asian produce is absolutely essential for the economic sustainability of 
Vancouver’s Asian-owned grocers and wholesalers.  They are key players in 
supplying produce to Asian and non-Asian clientele who demand 

produce from farmland to Vancouver and other urban centres, relying 
heavily upon their extensive and deep network of imports.  Imports
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we found that the food distribution system that supports Asian produce 
   

Local Asian farmers growing Asian produce exist throughout the Lower 
Mainland and throughout BC. Yet the low volume of Asian produce has 
been a struggle. Inconsistent and unstable local availability of Asian 
produce is an ongoing challenge related to several factors. Price 
competition from imports, lack of resources for local farming facilities 
means lower local produce quality, labour intensive farming of Asian 
produce requires greater farm resources, decline in interest in farming 
from younger generations, and BC’s short growing season are among the 
challenges.  Strengthening distribution networks for local Asian produce 
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are essential for groups that value produce grown in Asia and we respect,
recognize, and are not seeking to disrupt these systems.

The following explores the distribution networks of Asian grocery stores in
sourcing Asian produce. For this project, businesses are categorized accord-
ing to their position in the supply chain and divided into three groups:
Asian-owned grocers, wholesalers, and farmers.

AUGUST 2011

to create awareness and demand is crucial to building a more sustainable
and inclusive food system.

Focuses on the distribution networks of Asian -owned grocers, wholesalers,
and farmers who are critical to the movement of produce along supply chains

in Vancouver overlaps with mainstream networks, but is also quite

2

and opportunities for sourcing Asian produce.

We hope this will provide insight and create deeper dialogue to come.

 Vancouver has valuable access and deep connections to overseas 
produce year-round. We also know that Asian vegetables, partic-
ularly Asian leafy greens, have grown in BC for decades.  Creating 
enough demand and awareness for locally-grown Asian produce to 
ensure that what can be sourced locally is being sourced locally as 
much as possible has been a challenge.  Impacts on the city and 
farmers are huge.

Some have identi�ed a “parallel” and “segregated” ethnic food system
in Vancouver that is in�uence by an established Asian network  . Rather,

Vancouver’s growing culturally-diverse city needs produce.  More speci�cally,

distinct.  This is largely tied to cultural values and business practices that
underpin this system.
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Asian leafy greens are one of the many ingredients important to Asian 
cuisine (e.g., bok choy, Chinese cabbage, gai lan, etc.).  Asian grocery stores
carry this and also carry a large variety of Asian produce, including speci�c 
types of Asian fruit not grown in BC.  Imported Asian produce is important,
arriving year-round, increasing in winter, of shipments that include both 
locally-available produce as well as produce that is not locally available.  
Asian fruit and vegetables are being imported not only from the US and 
Mexico, but some are coming as far as the Dominican Republic and across 
the ocean from Asia.  Wholesalers then become the important distribution 
hub for receiving international shipments of fruit and vegetables, that in 
turn, have a highly coordinated to distribute produce to large and small 
grocers throughout Vancouver (and across the country). 

On the demand side, awareness-building among consumers to ask for 
locally-grown Asian produce can stimulate supply.  “Local food” is becoming 
a mainstream norm among food advocates, yet for the most part, many 
Asian consumers, Asian newcomers, even Asian-owned grocers and 
wholesalers we spoke to, are not certain what “local food” means, nor 

    aware of the bene�ts.  Awareness and communication are missing pieces.  
Messages of “local food” are not necessarily reaching these groups, and if 
they are, are only reaching a small segment of the population.  Language, 
translation, and communicating in culturally-appropriate terms with 
culturally-appropriate value propositions for Asian consumers require
sustained e�ort.  Inclusion and engagement of Vancouver’s large ethnic 
population needs to be a constant goal if we want to be able to support local 
Asian farmers already growing Asian leafy greens and various other 
types of produce. 

Accessing local Asian produce is also a challenge for some consumers.  
Consumers need to know where to purchase Asian produce in Vancouver. 
Strengthening connectivity to grocers and farmers will create larger
 demand from local farmers and wholesalers to supply Asian produce.

need for additional future research to better explore the linkages,
trends, and opportunities within this distribution system.  Insight 
and knowledge can strengthen existing local food networks and build a 
more inclusive urban food system.

Executive Summary continued...

We are also cautious to not over-emphasize “local food” as the City’s
priority.  Imports are extremely critical for this food network.

We conclude with clear recommendations. One important point is the
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Focus and Research Question
Distribution networks that support Asian-owned grocers are essential for 
Vancouver’s ever-growing culturally diverse city.  We know that Asian 
produce is carried by Asian-owned grocers throughout Vancouver, yet not 
completely certain who, what, and how this produce is moved along supply 
chain networks. This project only begins to understand these links, barriers, 
and opportunities to sourcing locally-grown Asian produce. Drawn from 
qualitative interviews, literature review, and statistics, this is a preliminary 
attempt to understand the distribution networks of how Asian grocery 
stores source their Asian produce.

 

Policy Background: The City of Vancouver’s Leadership

The time seems ideal given the current and upcoming policy initiatives.  
Urban food systems and recognition of diverse ethnic groups and 
distribution networks are seeking enhanced opportunities to work 
together.  The City of Vancouver created a Food Policy Council in 2004, 
adopted the Vancouver Food Charter in 2007, and has since, made several 
steps to becoming a food system leader through a range of clear 
initiatives  .

In 2010, Vancouver City Council adopted 10 long-term goals of Vancouver’s 
Greenest City Action Plan 2020 (GCAP)  followed by Council’s unanimous 
approval of all 10 of the Greenest City 2020 targets.  In 2011, GCAP’s Local 
Food Action Plan aims to move towards a more “local dimension of food” as 
the City strives to be a leader in urban food systems. This is guided by 
detailed baseline, metrics, and targets.

coordinated municipal food strategy.  Vancouver’s upcoming Food 
Strategy  is currently undertaking internal consultation to be followed 
by an external public engagement strategy.  GCAP’s “local food” and 

and long-term actions and strategies. We hope that understanding the 
wider food networks can help to inform Vancouver’s food policy 
initiatives.  The opportunity to understand distribution networks and 
value supply chains of Asian food networks, including public outreach 
and engagement, can be an important component of this phase to 
ensure that a cultural diversity lens is applied.

Regional food policy initiatives have been underway as well. Metro 
Vancouver’s 2011 Regional Food Strategy also sets out regional food 
system goals, strategies, and actions.   The Province of BC’s Ministry of 
Agriculture tracks statistical trends for the food industry, including 
production, processing, and its distribution. The City of Vancouver, in
a coordinated approach with various levels of government, can advance
food systems as a regional priority. 
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 City can better understand and engage ethnically-diverse residents in 
moving towards a more inclusive urban food system.

This research:
(a)  

(b) Highlights challenges and opportunities for sourcing locally-grown and
imported Asian produce
(c)  Asks how the City can support the distribution of Asian produce

Focuses on the distribution networks of Asian-owned grocers, wholesalers,
and farmers who are critical to the movement of produce along supply chains

Food Policy and Social Policy strategies.  This is guided by asking how the
Resesarch from this project is intended to inform the City of Vancouver’s
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Discussion of Research Findings
We looked at three points of distribution in this research: Asian-owned 
grocers, wholesalers, and farmers.
 
The Asian wholesalers we interviewed handled both Asian vegetables and 
non-Asian vegetables. Owners of grocery stores and wholesale businesses 

service.
 

vegetables, and other factors. Therefore it is not reducible and we have tried 
to tease out as many of the key linkages as possible.

REGULATED AND UNREGULATED SALES & MARKETING OF CROPS

“unregulated” Asian/Chinese crops in their sales and distribution only. 
Farmers growing regulated crops must be registered with the BC Vegetable 
and Marketing Commission. Farmers growing unregulated Asian crops  
do not rely on an agency in their sales and marketing of their crops.  This 
means a separate distribution method exists.  According to the Commission,
there has been no move to regulate any Chinese vegetables grown in BC   .

 
REGULATED CROPS UNREGULATED CROPS

Farmers growing “regulated” crops must be registered with the BC 
Vegetable and Marketing Commission, a board that sets a standard price 
and controls the volume for the sale of regulated crops.

Not a single Chinese vegetable is a regulated crop. Supply and 
demand is dictated by the marketplace, not by an agency.

Regulated crops are sold through agencies that set prices every two weeks
to their list of retailers.

Chinese vegetables are not marketed or sold through “mainstream” 
or “regulated” channels of trade.  So “unregulated” produce famers are

through their networks of Asian wholesalers, grocers, and some 
consumers direct. 

Regulated components are: 
Greenhouse Crops including beefsteak tomatoes, tomatoes-on-the-
vine, peppers and cucumbers

Storage crops including potatoes, carrots, rutabagas and others. 

Some commonly grown vegetables are bok choy, choy sum, gai choy, 
sui choy, and gai lan, Chinese cabbage, daikon radish, and lotus root. 
Others include South Asian produce such as brinjal, gobo root, okra, 
yellow ginger, curry leaves, and pointed joyrg.

11

We are in no way advocating or supporting that “unregulated” crops should
become “regulated” in their sales and distribution. This distribution system
with ”unregulated” crops have functioned for decades and requires no need 
for prescriptive regulation of how and who they sell to.  Di�erentiations
made here are simply to draw comparisons.

Note:  “Regulation” here refers only to the sales and marketing of crops, 
not related at all to food safety regulations. Food safetey is separate.

FIGURE 1: “REGULATED” AND “UNREGULATED” SALES AND MARKETING OF CROPS IN BC
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Some have referred to the sales and marketing of “unregulated crops”
as part of an “alternative distribution network.” Asian-owned grocers are

“REGULATED” DISTRIBUTION OF REGULATED CROPS

“UNREGULATED” DISTRIBUTION OF UNREGULATED ASIAN CROPS

Regulated crop 
grown on 

regulated farms

Agency sets price, 
volume, controls 

sales and marketing

Regulated 
wholesaler / 
distributor

Grocer

Unregulated crop from 
unregulated farms

mainly Asian farmers. There are few very specialized Asian farmers 
growing Asian produce only (20-30 year family businesses), and highly
competitive.  Although there is greater specialization of Asian produce,
there has also been a decline in the number of Asian farmers harv-
esting Asian produce as they face a number of challenges. 

Wholesaler /
Distributor

Grocer

Not only is the sale of crops divided in the distribution channels, but
according to the Commission, there is a clear divide among farms: 
“regulated” crops and “unregulated” crops do not grow on the same 
farms in the Lower Mainland. Asian produce is grown primarily by Asian 
farmers with their own “alternative distribution networks” for produce.

farmers growing regulated crops have dabbled into growing unregulated 
Asian vegetables.  Often, unfamiliarity with techniques, BC’s climate,
lack of networks have proved challenging. Asian farmers, especially those
having grown up in Canada, have themselves experienced limited
success in growing Asian produce. Some have tried on their farms; many 
have given up. This will be discussed in the “Asian Farmers’ Distribution 
Supply Chain” section. 
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          (unplanned) door-to-door selling

A comparative �ow chart details the two parallel networks.

FIGURE 2:  SALES AND DISTRIBUTION OF “REGULATED” AND “UNREGULATED” CROPS

then one of the most important direct selling outlets for Asian farmers. 

VANCOUVER’S CHINATOWN:  Does Chinatown’s high concentration of Chinese 
residents mean unique food networks?  Chinese immigrants have settled here 
since the late 1800s, opening grocery stores and food carts where they could. 
Chinatown today is not as heavily concentrated with Chinese families since newer 
immigrants are settling throughout the city.  This area is still home to Chinese
grocery stores who provide for the city’s diverse residents.  Business trans-
actions can be done entirely in Chinese as food business owners and their
clientele remain largely Chinese. Further research is needed to carefully 
unpack how Chinatown’s food networks operate in an area with a high number 
of Chinese residents who frequent both new and old Chinese-owned grocers.

So it is clear that Asian produce is not grown only on separate farms 
nor are they only grown by Asian farmers.   Asian farmers in BC are

growing Asian produce as well as mixed produce in order to diversify 
their farms.  And the more established Asian produce farmers are

AUGUST 2011
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SMALL AND MEDIUM ASIAN-OWNED GROCERY STORES

These grocers carry dozens of variety of Asian produce. Year-round, 
non-leafy greens and imported specialty fruit items are sourced from 
wholesalers. In the summer, almost all of their leafy Asian greens are locally 
sourced from Asian farmers. In the winter, Asian grocery stores rely on some 
Asian farmers, but mainly receive imported produce from wholesalers.

Small and medium Asian-owned grocers’ distribution networks for produce 
come from multiple suppliers: 

a) Wholesalers: Wholesalers are a one-stop source of “common” and 
“specialty” Asian produce for grocers year-round. Wholesalers have 
adequate storage and facilities. Asian-owned grocers rely on wholesalers 
for simplicity, convenience, and a steady supply of Asian and non-Asian 
produce.  Imports of specialty Asian produce is extremely important here. 

b) Large and Asian-Owned Farmers: Long-standing business relationships 
with Asian farmers mainly during summer months. Orders are usually placed
in advance.
 
c) Smaller Asian-Owned Farmers: It is common for Asian-owned grocers to 
receive unplanned and spontaneous direct selling from Asian farmers. These 
farmers approach grocers based on daily door-to-door selling. Farmers 
arrive to grocers in unrefrigerated trucks with oversupply or product that is 
at the end-of-shelf-life which allows grocers to sell produce to consumers 
at a lower price. Freshness, price, and supply determine the purchase of 
these products, not necessarily the source of produce.   
  

 

A GREENGROCER is...

particular population .”  In  1935, 125 of Vancouver’s 158 
greengrocers were owned by Chinese-Canadians  and today, 
estimates tell us that Asian greengrocers are 34% of Vancouver’s 
361 grocery stores .    This leaves out estimates for greengrocers of 
other Asian ethnic groups, including Punjabi, Filipino, Korean, 

“greengrocer” nor do they link ethnic group to business license 
ownership. We must then be cautious not to over- or 
under-estimate. Anecdotally though, Chinese-Canadian and 
Asian greengrocers are ubiquitous in Vancouver and a source for 
dozens of varieties of fresh local Asian and non-Asian produce. 
They are an important customer for Asian farmers . 
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14

15

Year -Round Imports
from USA, Mexico 

and Asia
Asian-Owned
Wholesalers

Restaurants

d) Grocer-to-Restaurant Sales:  Specialty niche Asian produce at the 
retail level is growing in demand. Some grocers supply regularly to Asian 
restaurants and non-Asian restaurants in Vancouver; they also supply to 
restaurant/grocers in Victoria. Some medium-sized Asian-owned grocers 
have a regular daily customer base of over 100 restaurants in Vancouver 
(e.g., Guu, Toshi, Joey Tomatoes, Sala Thai). 

Larger Asian-Owned
Farms

Smaller Asian-Owned
Farms

Small and Medium
Asian-Owned

Grocery Stores

Consumer

wi
nt

er

suoenatnops

FIGURE 3:  SMALL AND MEDIUM ASIAN-OWNED GROCERY STORES IN SOURCING ASIAN PRODUCE
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LARGE ASIAN-OWNED GROCERY STORES

Large Asian-owned grocers carry a large variety of Asian produce and 
almost all Asian leafy greens are locally-sourced in the summer. Some have
multiple stores throughout Metro Vancouver, as well as their own ware-
house facilities. Others have such a rapid turn over that their produce is 
kept within the store’s facilities.

 

a) Asian Wholesalers: Multiple Asian wholesalers supply year-round Asian
and non-Asian produce. Wholesalers provide produce 80-90% of the time 
in the winter, 60-70% in the summer; the remainder is from local farmers.

b) Asian Farmers for Spontaneous Selling: Sourcing from local farmers for
immediate orders. Usually, local Asiacn farmers make (unplanned) 
door-to-door sales to grocers of small volume. Instead of being the grocers’
primary source of produce, local farmers act more as “�llers,” supplementing
grocers with local Asian produce only if wholesalers cannot supply that 
produce, or if local produce has a lower price point.

c)  Connections with Asian Farmers: With the exception of a very small
percentage of long-standing stable relationships with Asian farmers, 
the Asian-owned grocers we interviewed had unstable connections with
farmers. Most grocers stated that sourcing from Asian farmers are seasonal
and inconsistent, depending mainly on supply and demand.  Large grocers
usually have a list of 30 Asian farmers for local Asian produce, allowing
them to obtain the best price possible.  An extensive list of farmers also min-
imizes the grocers’ risk of produce shortages but also means loyalty to 
farmers is rare.

CASE STUDY # 1: DONALD’S MARKET

Donald’s sources from Asian-owned wholesalers and local Asian
farmers to ensure low price and a steady supply of produce. These 
deliveries consist of 15-19 local Asian vendors year-round.

• S ignage of Local Produce: Donald’s is currently extensively 
upgrading their signage system of where produce is sold. They 
have committed to coordinating signage as part of their daily 
marketing strategy to respond to customer demand for locally 

for Donald’s to implement an accurate and reliable signage. 

label origin as produce was placed onto shelves. Such high 

because each produce and the variety’s origin changed daily. 
Every invoice must be checked and sometimes there is an error on 
the invoice. Donald’s is currently using a signage company that 
allows them to quickly and accurately label the source of their 
produce and varieties of produce daily.  By December 2011, the 
entire Hastings Street location will label each produce and each 
variety as they are put on shelf on a daily basis. 

Asian Wholesalers (year-
round) for local and 

imported Asian produce
Large Asian-Owned 

Grocery Stores

Asian Farmers for local 
Asian produce

Consumers

FIGURE 4: LARGE ASIAN-OWNED GROCERY STORES IN SOURCING ASIAN PRODUCE
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LOCAL ASIAN PRODUCE AND IMPORTED ASIAN PRODUCE

Wholesalers and grocers we interviewed tell us that non-English 
speaking grocers in ethnically diverse communities are slower to get 
behind this “local food” trend. Awareness among Asian consumers to 
support locally-grown (Asian) produce is reaching younger and more 
English-pro�cient populations, but not yet found a wider reach.
Asian-owned wholesalers and grocers we spoke to were also not
aware of GCAP, nor is “local” and de�ning “local” clear to them.  

We are told that if Asian customers are aware of the “local” food trend, 
they are still guided more by price.  The Richmond Food Security Society 

consumers look for when purchasing produce.  Price consciousness and 
 quality have meant a slower move by Asian customers to ask for grocers 
to carry local Asian produce. 

home to newcomers.  When one says “local” to an Asian newcomer,
does that mean supporting local farmers in their home country?  The 
challenge here is to �nd appropriate ways of communicating bene�ts to
customers of what “supporting local produce” means with relatable and 
culturally-sensitive terms. 

population.  This means being careful not to fall into the “local food
trap” in assuming that local production and consumption is necess-
arily more ecologically sustainable nor just. Being attentive to this
is even more pressing when many ethnic groups choose to purchase 
culturally-speci�c foods from Asia-Paci�c for multiple reasons (durian
cannot be grown here and even if it were, the quality would not be com-
parable to durian from Thailand).  Sometimes, even if aware, Asian and
non-Asian consumers prefer imported produce because variety and quality
are superior. We must acknowledge and value that imports play an
integral role in our food system.

CASE STUDY # 2: T & T SUPERMARKET

•  Clientele is 90% A Asian.
• Asian fruit and vegetables are 60-70% of all produce, the rest are
“common” produce.
• Sources locally as much as possible in the summer; minimal local 
produce in the winter.
• Relies on 2-3 small Asian growers with small plots of land to 
supplement their produce supply for all nine T&T stores. Consistency 

Asian growers either don’t have facilities (trucks or people) to deliver 

retain their commitment to deliver product to T&T. Purchasers will
begin phasing out local farmers as of 2011.

 
 

• Are open to supporting local farmers but farmers lack facilities which 
compromises quality. US farmers and wholesalers have storage 
and pre-cooling faciltiies to keep produce fresher.
• Sourcing from Asia increases in winter to up to 60% and 30-40% in 
the summer.  T&T sources 1-2 items from Asia arriving by boat weekly 
(Taiwan cabbage and sui choy in the summer) but health scares in 
China mean decrease in Chinese imports. Although freight is cheaper 
from Asia ($5000 from LA to BC vs. $3000 from Asia) but shelf life 
cannot hold so often rely on produce from US.
• Wholesalers have 30-40 year-round vendors from US, Mexico, & Asia
that together, make up 7-10 loads of mixed product per week. 10-20
are US suppliers that import large volumes.
• For non-Asian produce, T&T sources from wholesalers since they 
don’t have the high volume demand for common produce to support 
purchasing from individual local farmers. 

This is another challenge: culturally-sensitive de�nitions of “local”
and the bene�ts of “local”, especially to recent immigrants who may 
have a trans-Paci�c notion of “local.”   Vancouver that prides itself as being

Grocers and wholesalers who have been in the business for years tell us that 
ethnic media is heavily relied upon  but Asian groups are not yet receiving 
information about “local food” and GCAP from their main news sources.
“Local food” has found only minimal in-roads with ethnic media outlets in 
 Vancouver.  Perhaps related to transation, perhaps related to cultural values.

AUGUST 2011

found that “local” is not among the top �ve priorities in what Asian

It also means respecting the values and priorities of the city’s diverse
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LARGE ASIAN-OWNED WHOLESALERS

Large Asian-owned grocers heavily rely on Asian-owned wholesalers for
produce. Primarily located on Malkin Avenue in Strathcona, these 
wholesalers supply fresh produce to grocery stores in Vancouver, handling 

distribution networks of Asian-owned wholesalers as part of the supply 
chain.  Wholesalers are an important hub because of their strong foothold 
in the imported vegetable market to provide grocers with a variety of Asian
that is not found in BC. And since farmers prefer to sell direct to Asian
grocers, Asian-owned wholesalers handle mainly imported Asian produce, 
with only a small percentage from local farmers.  This produce is, in 
turn, supplied to Vancouver’s grocery stores to meet Vancouver’s growing 
appetite for Asian produce. Owners’ bilingual and cultural pro�ciency means
smooth business transactions between networks of Asian importers overseas.

Asian-owned wholesalers are few in number but retain a large portion of 
the market share. Larger wholesalers are almost exclusively Asian owners, 
carrying on decade-old family businesses, with 20, 30, and 40-year
networks to grocers. They are well-educated, English-pro�cient, with
connections to grocers, importers, and importantly, a channel for local
Asian farmers that have large volume to meet large orders from wholesalers.
Large Chinese-owned wholesalers and South Asian-owned wholesalers
have sophisticated facilities with exceptional logistic coordination
to move produce.

• Carry 300-400+ varieties of produce that allow them to supply 
large and small grocers. 

• 10% of customers are Chinese grocers that purchase Chinese produce
(30 out of 300+ customers)
• Many wholesalers perceive imports as superior in quality, freshness, 
variety, shelf life, and price. They are then heavily import-dependent 
year-round. Speci�c varieties are not available in BC so sourcing from abroad
is essential:
             • Winter: imported produce is 80-90% of all produce 
               50% from California, 15-30% from China, 20% from Mexico)
            • Summer: imported produce IS 70-80% of all produce 
•   Sourcing produce from abroad is commodity-specific, relying on 6-7 
importers throughout Asia (e.g., durian imported from Viet Nam) as 
supplier �uctuate depending on season, product, and price.

FIGURE 5: LARGE ASIAN-OWNED WHOLESALERS IN SOURCING ASIAN PRODUCE

Imported Asian Produce:
70% from US

20% from Mexico 
10% from Asia Large Asian-Owned

Wholesalers

Asian Produce from Local 
Asian-Owned

Farms

Asian-Owned Grocery 
Stores

Consumer

• 20-30% of imports are Asian produce and 70-80% is “common” 
produce 
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ECONOMICS OF LOGISTICS

than they are from across the US border. It is roughly $3,000 for one 
container of produce from China vs. $4,000 for one container of 
produce from California.  Imports are then extremely important. 
• Although imports are less expensive from China, the longer
shipment t ime of  two weeks from China and throughout 
Asia means wholesalers order one container every two weeks 
from Asia versus 7-8 loads per week from the US.
• Health scares in China mean greater reliance on US imports.
• Chinese green vegetables are imported from US, Mexico, Asia, 
and also available locally. 
• Air shipments of produce can arrive from India in 24 hours.

Challenges: Wholesalers we spoke to prefer imported produce because 
of its superior quality, longer shelf life due to better facilities, which 
mean more competitive prices. Their experience with local farmers is
marked with unreliability and poor quality. Imports then make up
70-80% of their business as trying to localize the product mix given 
these challenges are di�cult without diversity that consumers demand.

SMALL AND MEDIUM ASIAN-OWNED WHOLESALERS 

What is lesser known in our research is the distribution networks of 
small/medium wholesalers. What we do know is based on preliminary 
research and further research is needed here.

 

• Source from larger wholesalers and re-sell to smaller retails and 
restaurants.

specialties and carry 80% Asian produce.
• Daily or weekly purchasing trips to larger wholesalers to inspect 
produce quality.

FIGURE 6: SMALL AND MEDIUM ASIAN-OWNED WHOLESALERS IN SOURCING ASIAN PRODUCE

Large Asian-Owned 
Wholesaler

Small and Medium 
Asian-Owned
Wholesalers

Restaurants

Smaller
Asian-Owned

Grocery Stores
Consumer
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NON-ASIAN-OWNED WHOLESALERS IN SOURCING ASIAN PRODUCE

“Parallel” Economies?

Asian-owned wholesalers handling Asian produce are a part of a strong 
distribution chain that operates almost separately from other “regulated” 
crops. Non-Asian-owned wholesalers have an interesting distribution 
chain.

Competing non-Asian-owned wholesalers operate within a parallel food 
economy.  They handle a very small amount of Asian produce and do not 
supply to the same customers as competing Asian wholesalers. They do not

Asian-owned grocers who purchase their Asian produce. Non-Asian-owned 
wholesalers instead, supply to non-Asian chain supermarkets (e.g. Thrifty 
Foods).  Some non-Asian-owned wholesalers deal with only two or three
Asian growers for their Asian vegetables. These Asian growers have
medium-sized plots of 40-50 acres of mixed vegetables including Asian
vegetables.

2-3 Asian-Owned Farms 
for Asian Produce

Non-Asian-Owned 
         Wholesaler

Farms Growing 
Regulated Crops

Non-Asian 
Supermarket Chains

Consumer

winter

FIGURE 7: NON-ASIAN-OWNED WHOLESALERS IN SOURCING ASIAN PRODUCE
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CASE STUDY #3: GAGAN FOODS

• South Asian customers ask for varieties of South Asian produce not grown in BC
• Receives one air shipment per week of $4,000-$6,000 worth of produce from only one supplier in India
• Cost of shipment is $400-$500
• Dominican Republic is their second largest import country 
• Dry foods are either internationally imported or shipped from neighbouring provinces (e.g., lentils from Saskatchewan)
• 19-year relationships with grocery stores that are all South Asian-owned

GAGAN FOODS, WHOLESALER OF SOUTH ASIAN FOOD, IN SOURCING ASIAN PRODUCE

One Wholesaler in 
India for Produce

Gagan Foods 
(Wholesaler)

Dominican Republic 
for Produce

Few Local Asian 
Farmers (only for fruit 

in the Summer)

100% South 
Asian-Owned Grocery 

Stores
Consumernext day delivery

24-hour air shipment
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ASIAN FARMERS IN METRO VANCOUVER

History and Background

Since the mid-1850s, Asian farmers have been supplying Vancouver’s 
grocery stores with fresh Asian vegetables.  This local Asian produce supply 
chain has been in place over a century, long before today’s “local food” 
movement. 

Asian Farmers’ Distribution Supply Chain

What is unique in our research is the distribution supply chain of how Asian 
produce is using well-established channels of selling produce. Asian farmers
have a di�erentiated selling strategy. The absence of agency regulation 
in selling means that unregulated Chinese vegetables have their own 
distribution channels. Asian farmers rely on orders from wholesalers. Asian 
farmers are also remarkably persistent in commuting on a daily basis 
to Vancouver for door-to-door selling to Asian-owned grocers.  This is a 
system that has been in place for years and we are in no way advocating 
or promoting regulation of unregulated produce.

Chinese vegetables are all harvested and packed by hand in BC. Since this 

Lack of facilities is also a challenge. Some farms have cold and dry storage 
facilities and sophisticated infrastructure to ensure freshness of produce, 
but most rely on same-day harvesting and selling to grocers and 
wholesalers.   
 

Asian Farmers Sell their Asian Produce to:

a) Asian-Owned Wholesalers: Larger Asian farms use local wholesalers
(on Malkin Ave. particularly) based on business relationships established 
over decades. Storage and infrastructure facilities are either available on 
large farms or are not needed because produce can be stored at the whole-
salers’ facilities. They also have larger farms and more stable source of 
produce for direct selling to Asian-owned grocers.  This ensures freshness.

a) Asian-Owned Grocers: Most lack storage and infrastructure facilities so 
this means produce is packed in boxes, and loaded onto unrefrigerated
trucks for same-day delivery to grocers in Vancouver and other cities.  Asian 
farmers �ll in the grocers‘ produce gaps by supplying small amounts of 
Asian produce to grocery stores daily.  These farmers provide produce for
for many grocers who carry end-of-shelf-life product that can be sold 
quickly and at a lower price. Asian-owned grocers that have a small  
amount of produce shortages mean local farmers have a market for their 
small volume produce. This has led to Asian farmers relying on door-to-
door sales of their product to smaller Asian grocery stores on a daily 
basis. This shorter supply chain leaves out wholesalers.

c) Roadside Farms: Some have roadside farms to sell their own produce 
and their neighbours’ produce. This is not extremely popular as roadside 
farm and selling selling means only small volume sales. Farmers see 
roadside farms as inconvenient for customers who cannot commute out-
side of the city for local produce.

FIGURE 8: ASIAN-OWNED FARMS AND DISTRIBUTION OF ASIAN PRODUCE

Asian-Owned Farm 

Regular Orders from 
Asian-Owned 
Wholesalers

Asian-Owned Grocery 
Stores

Consumer

harvested and packed by hand for same day or next day sale

harvested and packed by hand for same day sale

Roadside Farms

harvested and packed by hand for same day sale
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Distribution and Operations

Farmers battle with inconsistency and unpredictability as constant 
challenges of Asian produce supply chain.  Farmers may have 100 boxes 
baby bok choy one day and not the next so the challenge of a steady

distribution network, Asian grocery stores rely on wholesalers for a steady 
supply of produce, and only source from local farmers to supplement what 

Asian farmers must rely on inconsistent orders from Asian grocery stores. 
Grocers seek the best price available which means the ultra-competitive 
environment of price-cutting makes it economically challenging for 
farmers to compete.  

What we also hear is the decline in the number of Asian growers and size of 
farms in recent years. Asian farmers interviewed had been farming for 
decades; many second- or third-generation farmers are running their 
family business. Many of their farms had shrunk in size from previous years.  
Some estimate that BC went from 150 Asian growers previously to roughly 
half those numbers today. Most Asian farmers today have small parcels 
(5-10) acres and small volumes; larger plots (40-50 acres) are rare.

This is related to several factors, including competition from imports, 

Harvesting Chinese vegetables have a shorter growing time of roughly 
30-40 days (e.g., baby bok choy), which allows faster turnover and 
replanting on smaller parcels of land. But price undercutting from 

most diversify their crops; others have given up completely on growing 
Asian vegetables because price and quality cannot match imported 
produce that have storage, cooling, and pre-cooling facilities, and volume 
to sell at much lower prices.

Fruit farming is also becoming more popular than vegetable farming, as 
fruit is much more amenable to BC’s growing climate.  Punjabi Sikh
population in Metro Vancouver and surrounding areas are common.

 

Limited Statistics

Still, little is known about Asian farmers and Asian produce. Chinese 
vegetables have grown in BC for decades but statistics are limited.  
Statistics Canada tracks only a small percentage of Asian produce in BC, 
the produce that is tracked includes a small number of large-volume 
producing Chinese vegetables only. Statistics Canada groups all other 
Chinese/Asian vegetables under the generic “other” category and they 
tell us that volume of production has not been high enough to create a 
category of their own.    

Neither the City of Vancouver nor Statistics Canada links ethnicity to 
business ownership, nor do they link ethnic group to the type of produce 
they farm.  What we have then is a very narrow snapshot of larger trends, 
so these statistics must be taken with caution. BC Stats tell us that 
Chinese-Canadians make up 375 (or 15%) of Metro Vancouver’s 2,520 
farmers and farm managers.    Lesser known are the South Asian farmers 
even though Punjabi farmers are widespread in the region.    5.3% of the 
farm population in BC is Sikh compared to 3.5% of the general 
population.    After Canadian-born farm operators, the next largest group 
of farm operators are from India, at 1,260. 
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Additional Challenges Faced by Asian Farmers

often lack resources and facilities to meet packing requirements of growers. 
As our awareness of the origin of produce increases, there is also growing
demand by grocers for produce speci�cations.  Requests for labelling the
origin of the produce has been especially di�cult for smaller farms.  One
Asian farmer, growing Taiwanese cabbage, was asked by retailers to wrap
each individual head of cabbage in plastic to lengthen its shelf life. This, 
along with labelling that his Taiwanese cabbage was locally grown in 
Burnaby was also requested.  Unable to purchase a wrapping machine, this
wrapping was done by hand.  Pro�t increased by $1.50 per box but his
labour cost doubled. He must compete with individually labelling and 
wrapping of competitors in California that have a larger and faster 
harvesting crew. In BC, it is cost and labour intensive for smaller farms. Lack 
of facilities for smaller farms means decrease in quality and decreasing 
their competitiveness. This means grocery chains will not buy locally even 
though produce is locally grown.  

Asian produce is also labour intensive and harvested by hand into cartons; 
mixed vegetable farms of Asian and non-Asian produce with varying 
harvesting times means that variety will not allow mechanization of 
harvesting.

Farmer’s markets and roadside farms are important selling outlets for 
smaller growers, but larger growers depend on selling large volumes.
Farmers interviewed were extremely enthusiastic about a year-round
selling and storage hub where sellers could have a steady customer base and 
and storage options (e.g., New City Market).

The lack of a centralized marketing and selling agency for Chinese and 
Asian farmers means there is a high level of competition among 
farmers as well as competition with imports.  Many smaller Asian growers 
do not have a steady market or steady customer base for their produce.  This 
means the lack of a collective to increase economies of scale means 
individual farmers lack �nances to invest in infrastructure. Some say that 
the market is still small for farmers growing Chinese vegetables compared
to the demand for mainstream crops. 

farmers growing Asian produce. A Chinese Farmer’s association existed in 
the past, but was disband for multiple reasons, largely based on 
Chinese who opted out due to discriminatory practices against them   .

Opportunities with Asian Farmers

Although limited, what we do know about Asian vegetables is revealing. 
It can also be an important opportunity.  For instance, one of the only 
types of Asian produce tracked by Statistics Canada is Chinese cabbage. 
More types and varieties of Chinese vegetables in BC are grouped in
the “other” category, so we are unclear as to which ones or the amount. 
Stats Canada tells us that volume is too low to warrant giving these
vegetables their own category.  This may or may not be accurate. When
we looked closer, we found an interesting trend.

cabbage (89), the number of acres of Chinese cabbage (282) surpasses 
other “regulated” or more “common” produce such as spinach (163),
cauli�ower (210), asparagus (224), and beets (228)   .  This tells us that 
although fewer farms are growing Chinese cabbage, the volume of 
acreage means local availability and production of this particular 
product has great local distribution opportunities. Strategically 
focussing on what can be grown locally and supporting channels for that
produce (such as asking grocers to supply it) is one suggestion.

Strengthening distribution opportunities for farmers growing Asian produce
requires support on multiple levels: technological upgrades to ensure 
product shelf life, freshness, relationship-building direct to retailers and 
consumers, greater opportunities for smaller farmers to access 
mainstream distribution networks, inclusion of Asian farmers in policy 
and public engagement, and consolidating farmers’ produce to increase 
volume can strengthen supply chain/logistic requirements of retailers.

22
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Here, enhancing the competitiveness of the BC Asian vegetable industry
has a bright spot.   Even though BC has fewer farms reporting Chinese 

Speci�c types of Asian produce are available locally, but smaller farmers Meanwhile, retailers seek out the lowest price so it is di�cult for
farmers to remain competitive.  Some have suggested an agency, or
a cooperative, that would function to in�uence economics of scale for
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In Summary
This research was preliminary, teasing out how Asian-owned grocery stores 
source their Asian produce. 

Understanding and engaging multiple groups along distribution channels 
is important for our ethnically diverse city. We realize that this research is 
ever-more pressing as the City of Vancouver begins to look at its short, 
medium, and long-term actions and strategies of its Greenest City Action 
Plan. Supporting an urban food system means digging deeper into 
understanding the networks, values, cultural practices, that underpin the 
urban food system, and incorporating them into the City’s initiatives as 
much as possible.  Great strides have already been put into place.  
Individuals and organizations work tirelessly at better understanding the 
intricacies of genuine inclusion and engagement, interrogating our 
own blind spots in understanding, and evaluating our own percep-
tions.  When applying this to food policy, change can truly be in�uenced. 

Recommendations in the next section remind us that our research and
understanding is not complete, but we hope that this begins to lay a found-
ation for exciting new possibilities to come.
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Recommendations
Timing and motivation seem ideal now to connect Asian networks to
better coordinate, compliment, and make more robust the GCAP and the 
City of Vancouver’s Food Strategy.

Networks. Our research is preliminary only. There still remains a gap in
understanding the di�erent layers of Asian produce supply chain networks 
that support a large Asian population.  Further research into distribution
networks of other ethnic minority groups need focussed attention.
South Asian, Korean, and Japanese grocers and farmers are examples.

Inclusion and Engagement with Diverse Groups is Critical as the City of
Vancouver’s Food Strategy public consultation begins in 2011. Most Asian
-owned produce businesses we spoke with are almost completely 
unaware of GCAP or its goals. Greater outreach here can be powerful.
More clearly de�ning “local” to Asian consumers (while being aware of 
the need for imports), translation of key terms, and explaining  bene�ts
can be a focus here.  Appropriate communication and engagement
with culturally diverse groups can position the City as a leader on 
inclusive urban food systems.

Matching Seasonality and Availability of Asian Produce with
the City’s Food Initiatives.  The City’s food vendor selection criteria 
and procurement strategies can strongly in�uence the demand 
for Asian produce.  Speci�c criteria or quota can further Vancouver
as a leader in urban food systems.  Many successful models can be 
found. A City Council motion in 2010 called for culturally-diverse 
food vendors--a signi�cant step in in�uencing change. One model 
for quotas is Happy Planet that sets a quota in which 60% of their
ingredients are sourced locally. 

 
 

Strengthen Connections Between Asian Produce and Local Retail Outlets.
This means opportunities for local neighbourhood food hubs to connect 
both locally-grown and imported Asian produce directly with consumers 
and retailers.  Providing the New City Market with our list of interviewees 
in their tenent casting phase is a key opportunity for diverse inclusion.  
This, and other urban farming where di�erent models can be explored 
and should continue to be supported by the City of Vancouver.

Additional Research with Speci�c Ethnic Groups and Supply Chain

Communicating Where Asian Produce is Available in Vancouver.
A one-page map or simple directory that lists which neighbour-
hoods carry (locally-grown) Asian produce is one way to stimulate
demand.  A single-page, translated insert can be included in the 
City of Vancouver’s Newcomer’s Guide--a guide that is already 
distributed to newcomers. This page can also be displayed in
grocery stores to inform consumers that Asian produce is avail-
able.  The City of Toronto’s piece, “Many things grow in Ontario” is
a simple and e�ective example for Vancouver.  

Farmers Market for Asian Farmers Growing Asian Produce. Coordinating
with a large Asian grocer, such as Donald’s Market, who sources from 
Asian farmers, to host a weekly Asian farmer’s market is one oppor- 
tunity.  This builds awareness, availability, and celebration over Asian 
produce.  An Asian produce market can be held in the grocer’s outdoor 
parking lot or  on City land. 

easily is important. 
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